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	Lowell Streiker's Encyclopedia of Humor provides abundant "good clean fun" whenever you need inspirational slices of life, bracing quips, quotable wisdom, or a refreshing dose of nonsense to enrich your sermons or talks.


	Noted evangelist J o h n Franklin was speaking at two V*9 different churches in a large city in the same week. l | C ^ J > A reporter was present at the first service. After the sermon the evangelist pleaded with the reporter not to publish in the local paper any of the jokes he had used that night since he was going to use the same stories the following night at the other church. The next morning the reporter published an excellent review of the evangelist's message and concluded with these words: "The Reverend Mr. Franklin also told many stories that cannot be published."
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Programming Distributed Applications with COM+ and Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (with CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2000
Any developer who wants to create multitier applications using the Microsoft  Windows platform as the foundation must rely on many separate pieces of  software. Some of these pieces will be supplied by Microsoft, and you or your  company will write other pieces. Still other pieces can come from third-party  software vendors.
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Practical Lock Picking: A Physical Penetration Tester's Training GuideSyngress Publishing, 2010


	I feel somewhat like an old man remarking in this fashion, but this book is a great example of the

	wonderful time in which you currently find yourself. To be alive and learning right now—when there

	are accessible resources such as this about lockpicking, with beautiful illustrations and lessons written

	with passion visible on...
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G Protein-Coupled Receptors: Structure, Function, and Ligand Screening (Methods in Signal Transduction Series)CRC Press, 2005

	This book provides a broad base of knowledge of G-protein-coupled receptors. Useful at both the university and industrial levels, this book is of particular interest to those who are developing therapeutic approaches to diseases using drugs that influence receptor activation.
...
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A Classical Introduction to Cryptography: Applications for Communications SecuritySpringer, 2005
From the reviews:
"This impressive hardback introduces fundamentals of information and communications security by providing mathematical concepts to prove or break the security of cryptographic schemes. … The book is designed for upper-level undergraduates and graduate level students in computer science. This comprehensive volume is...
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Fundamental 2D Game Programming with JavaCengage Learning, 2014

	Learning the fundamentals of 2D game programming is the key to quickly building your game-development expertise. Understanding the elements of the 2D environment will provide a solid foundation in game creation, whether you stick with 2D or move on. FUNDAMENTAL 2D GAME PROGRAMMING WITH JAVA teaches you the basics using Java, including...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-562): Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 ASP.NET Application Development (Pro - Certification)Microsoft Press, 2009
Maximize your performance on 70-562, a required exam for the new Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS): Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 ASP.NET Application Development certification. This all-new, 2-in-1 SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes...
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